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ABSTRACT: Multimedia applications are widely used in this era. Users demand increasing day by day for better 
quality and large speed for images, music, video, etc. For this high data commutation intensive processor required. 
Fulfilling users demand researchers started researching towards new technology to increasing data computation 
technology. There are already many system to perform multimedia application like DSPs, FPGAs ASICs and many 
more. But, they are insufficient to give high performance with flexibility consuming low power. Therefor researchers 
move to CGRAs, Coarse Grain Reconfigurable Architectures (CGRAs) have possibilities to fulfil the increasing 
demand of users. CGRAs have capability to perform high data computation intensive operations as like multimedia 
application required. The key characteristics of CGRAs are reconfiguration system and deep pipelining. This paper 
gives brief details about available coarse grain reconfigurable architectures which are targeted for multimedia 
application. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Nowadays, multimedia applications are inseparable from our life. Multimedia applications are used for many 
purpose but mostly used for entertainment purpose. Enjoyers need high quality of photos, this high quality photo 
required high frequency operation.  Applications required to perform very high arithmetic operations for data flow from 
server to users. Hence analysers are experimenting to increasing performance quality and to serve high speed. To 
perform various multimedia applications there are many systems like DSPs (Digital Signal Processors), FPGAs (Filed 
Programming Gate Arrays) and ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuits). This systems are not capable to fill 
increasing demand of customers. 

ASIC is popular for specific task in small space. ASICs gives low power consumption and better performance 
for particular application but it lack in the flexibility. ASICs can perform only one application like music player. It can 
perform to play mp3 song not more than that but nowadays user need many thing in one application such demand 
cannot meet hence ASIC is lack in flexibility. 

In FPGAs programmable elements are connected in such a way that it can make changes periodically to 
execute different task. Main advantages of FPGAs [1] are flexibility and short time for various application in SoC 
(System on Chip). But for computation purpose application like multimedia where it required large number of 
arithmetic operation it gives huge routing overhead problem, more power consumption, slow speed and more delay. 
Comparing to ASIC, FPGA have more cost, large area, more power consumption.  

To achieve customers requirement coarse grain reconfigurable architecture is introduce. CGRAs is flexibility 
as compare to ASIC and consume low power as compare to FPGAs. CGRA have potential to bridge the performance 
and power gap between FPGA and ASIC. There are many type of coarse grain architecture depend on application 
domain and factor like power, routing timing etc. Depend on factor coarse grain architecture in design. In this paper we 
will study about the multimedia application based coarse grain reconfigurable architecture. There are many different 
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type of coarse grain reconfigurable architecture but reconfigurable architectures are popular among all. Reconfigurable 
architecture have high performance, efficiency and flexibility.  

This paper divide in following section. Section I gives details about coarse grain reconfigurable architecture. 
Classification of coarse grain reconfigurable architecture is given in section II. Where section III gives brief view on 
multimedia application based coarse grain reconfigurable architectures. Section IV conclusion. 

 
II. COARSE GRAIN RECONFIGURABLE ARCHITECTURE 

 
Coarse grain reconfigurable architecture is capable to gives performance with flexibility within application 

domain. The target of CGRAs is to have performance and power advantage of a ASICs as well as the cost and 
flexibility of an FPGA. Figure 1 is the example of CGRAs.  In the example programmable elements are connected in 
mesh style structure. Each programmable element have function unit, MUX and output register. This architecture 
perform world level arithmetic and logical operation like addition, subtraction, shift operation, etc. Memory is attached 
in CGRAs thus it can store the data or it can retrieve the data. Same value operation do not need to perform once again.  

Figure 2 of this paper gives the comparison of the system on the bases of its performance and power 
consumption. Multimedia application consume more power which is not tolerated by the users. In this figure 2 it clearly 
shows that FPGAs consume high power and DSPs and ASICs consume less power with high performance but lack in 
flexibility because of this both DSPs and ASICs are not acceptable. This is the reason CGRAs is famous among all. 
Within the application domain CGRAs perform high and consume less power it clearly shows in the figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Basic Coarse Grain Reconfigurable architectureFigure 2. Comparison of systems 

 
III. CLASSIFICATION OF COARSE GRAIN ARCHITECTURE 

 
   Coarse grain architectures are divided on the bases of two pattern first interconnection pattern and second 

reconfiguration pattern. In interconnection pattern there are different three style to connect FUs in architecture. They 
are mesh style based interconnection pattern, linear array based and crossbar based.In mesh style interconnection 
pattern function units are arranged in a rectangular structure. Identical FUs are connected to each other in horizontal 
and in vertical direction. Arrangement comfort to make direct connection with nearest FUs it gives better connection 
even if connection is longer.  

Linear array based architectures processing elements arranged in a continuous form mostly neighbors 
connected quickly. Generally designed for the implementation of pipelined processes. There are many architecture 
based on linear array for pipelined application domain. In crossbar all the function unit are connected to a crossbar. 
Crossbar performs simple routing task. Crossbar behave like a switch many input connected too many output in matrix 
style. PADDI and SmartCell are the example of crossbar interconnection structure.  
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Reconfigurable system is rising standard for SoC technology improved version of coarse grain architecture. 
Key feature of reconfiguration system is specialization, performance and flexibility. Specialization in power 
consumption, performance flexibility and programming. Compare to ASIC, reconfigurable system gives better 
performance and flexible. Reconfigurable method have two type first is static and second is dynamic method. Depend 
on the application domain and operations reconfigurable method is select. Coarse grain reconfigurable architecture 
become in reality. 

Static reconfiguration is the simplest and most common approach for implementing applications with 
reconfigurable logic. It involves hardware changes at a relatively slow rate, and consists of a single system-wide 
configuration. Prior the execution of an application, the reconfigurable resources are loaded with their respective 
configurations, and during the execution of the operation, the reconfigurable resources will remain in the same 
configurations (i.e. remain static) throughout the end of application execution. Advantages are higher performance than 
pure software implementation, lower cost than specific hardware.  

Dynamic reconfigurable architecture performs parallel processing. Dynamic reconfigurable method is 
dedicated for stream based processing. Network of dynamic reconfiguration is distributed network. Dynamic 
reconfiguration gives high speed. It is multicast/broadcast of configuration data inside the chip on-line 
configuration.The table 1 shows the different coarse grain architecture there interconnection pattern, reconfiguration 
method and application domain. In this paper we focus on the multimedia application based architecture. 

 
Table 1. 

 
Architecture 
Name 

Interconnection 
pattern 

Reconfiguration 
method 

Application domain 

MATRIX 2-D Mesh Static General purpose 

Chess Mesh Static Multimedia 

Morphosys Mesh Dynamic Multimedia 

SYSCORE 1-D Linear array Static Biomedical monitoring 
application 

RaPid Linear array Static DSP application 

MORA Linear array Dynamic Multimedia 

FloRA 2-D Linear array Dynamic Multimedia, DSP 
DRAA Linear array Dynamic Multimedia 

PADDI Crossbar Static DSP application 
SmartCell Crossbar Dynamic Multimedia 

 
IV. MULTIMEDIA APPLICATION BASED CGRAs 

 
As table 1 shows that there are many coarse grain reconfigurable architecture for multimedia application. 

There is lot of research are done in this field and still continue to get high performance.  In this section few multimedia 
based architecture were study in detail.  

In MorphoSys [4] system targeted for high throughput. While computing word level operations MorphoSys 
perform faster than the FPGAs without giving any propagation delay. MorphoSys work for multimedia application like 
video compression. System have goal for users to give low cost frame data processing. MorphoSys is combination of 
CGRAs and FPGAs. Figure 2 shows the architecture of MorphoSys. There is core processor, reconfigurable cells array, 
context memory and main memory. MorphoSys based on the SIMD data flow pattern and operate on 100MHz 
frequency. Reconfigurable cells array are in two dimensions mesh style structure having three layered interconnection 
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network with operation perform in four stage pipeline. Core processor perform the 32bit operation. Context memory is 
play important role for making system dynamic. Context memory store the data without disturbing reconfigurable cells 
array’s operation. 

 
Figure 3. MorphoSys Architecture Overview [4]  Figure 4. SmartCell architecture [12] 

 
ASmartCell [12] Architecture targeted to stream based application. Large number of computation intensive 

operation can perform. SmartCell consist of cells in the form of 4x4 matrix. Each cell have four programmable units 
placed in four edges. Programmable elements have ALU, register, input output MUX, instruction memory and 
controller. Programmable unit perform different logical and arithmetical operations. SmartCell performed in 4stages of 
pipeline. It perform word level operation. Architecture have three type interconnection i.e. crossbar connection, C mesh 
and nearest neighbour inercell connection. Crossbar is type of share register memory block. Crossbar allow to share 
input output within the cell that makes fast data flow and nearest neighbour inercell connection gives direct sharing 
through short wire so that delay is not introduce like FPGAs. C mesh connection is nothing but a network which flow 
the data dynamically from one cell to another cell diagonally. By using this type of network connection performance of 
system increase to mapped various application in this architecture in same time. SmartCell is strong architecture to 
perform in real time they introduce software environment for this architecture. Figure 4 is shows SmartCell overview 
architecture. 
 

Figure 5 in this paper is shows performance oriented DRAA [8] coarse grain architecture. Dynamically 
reconfigurable ALU array (DRAA) architecture have potential to perform in heavy traffic data it is suitable for 
multimedia application. DRAA have two main part in the architecture i.e. programmable elements and memory. 
Programmable elements are arrange in the 2-D linear array pattern and data path width is of 8bit. DRAA local memory 
sends the data to PEs array they perform the operation simultaneously. It give the output of Pes array operations to 
local memory. Through local memory it gives to a main memory and processor, to perform farther operation this 
scheme make system faster and reliable to used multimedia application. Local memory store the opcode for the next 
operation after completing one task another task reloaded in the PEs array. DRAA is focus in memory in hardware to 
perform early as compared to other architecture. Many application mapped on this architecture through conducting 
loops in the operation.  
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Figure 5. DRAA Architecture [8] 

 

 
Figure 6. MORA architecture [15]Figure 7. ADRES core architecture[11] 

 
MORA is coarse grain reconfigurable architecture for multimedia application. MORA gives low power, high 

throughput, and area efficient architecture. MORA architecture perform on the bases of MIMD. MORA also design 
low level MORA assembly language to perform various operation for multimedia application. They also test this 
language for image compression algorithm and they got success. Many algorithm can be performed using this 
architecture to get high performance, high throughput and flexibility. MORA (Multimedia oriented reconfigurable 
array) [15] consist of reconfigurable cell, input output controller and external memory as shown in figure 6. 
Reconfigurable cell have programmable element with internal memory or local memory. Programmable elements are in 
2-D structure array. ALU perform 8bit operation. They perform similar to small DSP processor. They are not depend 
on external memory hence they perform faster. Thus, they required very less memory access time and give less 
memory access delay with high memory bandwidth. Controller controls all the input output data and help to make 
connection with external memory. As compared to other system MORA is reliable and promising architecture for 
multimedia applications. 
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ADRES (Architecture for Dynamically Reconfigurable Embedded system) [11] is coarse grain architecture 
degine in 2005. It give high performance for embedded applications. Multimedia applications like video compression 
performed in this architecture. ADRES architecture is tasted for H.264/AVC decoder successfully. ADRES architecture 
give high peformance and flexibility. ADRES core architecture given in figure 7 it shows the two view i.e. VLIW view 
and Reconfigurable array view or accelerate view. In the VLIW view control the data flow. Cental register file is used 
store the operation opcode. Architecture contain eight functional units. Where in accelartion view there is 2-D array of 
functional unit with local register file for each function unit. Infinite operation can be store in VLIW mode but finite 
number of operation can be performed by reconfigurable arrays. Each function unit have ALU, muxes and local 
memory. ALU can perform 32 bit of opertions like move and logical opertion. Reconfigurable array view have 
orthogonal interconnection network so that data flow in the architecture horizontaly and verticaly. Function units share 
the data through global bus or direct exchange with neighbour. Reconfigurable array exchange the data with external 
memory through the VLIW processor. This architecture give perform well in small area in low cost. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

 
After studying existing architecture it conclude that coarse grain reconfigurable architecture is the suitable one 

for multimedia application as FPGAs, ASICs and DSPs lack in some discipline. Whereas coarse grain reconfigurable 
architecture gives high performance, low power consumption, low delay, high throughput and area efficient. This 
review also shows that 2-D array based programmable elements mostly used in the architecture such that it give faster 
response. Local memory is used in the architectures to decrease memory access time.  
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